H.E. Antonio Guterres  
Secretary-General  
United Nations  
New York, NY 10017  
USA

Dear Mr. Secretary-General,

We at Direkt Transport AG support the UN’s Ten Principles of Global Compact with conviction. We are highly engaged in environmental and social investments, such as the myclimate projects which support SDGs (Sustainable Development Goals). Therefore, we strive not only to making our company more sustainable but also more accountable by educating our employees in how to act responsibly, especially in cases of fraud and corruption prevention. We are dedicated to implementing the UN Global Compact Principles in our strategy, culture as well as daily operations. Furthermore, we look forward to working collaboratively in projects which help develop the UN Global Compact’s more general goals. Direkt Transport AG will officially and clearly state this dedication to all its stakeholders and the general public.

We embrace the Global Compact and aim at being more transparent, especially through the annual submission of the COP (Communication on Progress). We are committed to reporting thoroughly every year on our progress. Once more, we acknowledge that the report must be submitted within one year of joining and are aware of the COP policy. Which requires the following:

- A document, separate from our letter of commitment, signed by the CEO in which we state our enduring support for contributing to the initiative
- An outline of the activities and schemes we have implemented in our company in order to advance our engagement with the UN Global Compact principles in the areas of human rights, labour, environment and anti-corruption
- A measurement of outcomes (i.e. the degree to which targets/performance indicators were met, or other qualitative or quantitative measurements of results).

Sincerely yours,

Marc Gutzwiller
CEO